With a simplicial complex X there is associated a commutative differential graded algebra of polynomial differential forms T(X) together with a filtration T*>*(X) C T*><* + \X) in each degree *. T*«(X) is a differential graded module over the subring of the rationals Zίi*. , q] The deRham theorem for such a complex T(X) is proved. We have demonstrated elsewhere that the refined deRham complex T( X) makes it possible to substantially refine most of the results of the rational homotopy theory. In particular we defined the homotopy category of C'N spaces which is equivalent to an algebraic homotopy category of (TV -1) connected free commutative differential graded algebras over the integers, satisfying a simple algebraic condition on cohomology.
1. Introduction. As a refinement of the deRham complex of rational differential forms, A*(X; Q) on a simplicial complex, Cartan [1] and Miller [11] defined a filtration A*> q (X; Z) of A*(X; Q) such that the cohomology H p {A* yq (X\ Z)) is isomorphic to the singular cohomology H P (X; Z) for p < q. In our study, [2] , [3] , of the relationship between the fundamental group of X and the filtered algebra A*'*(X; Z), the best results are obtained under the assumption that H X (X\ Z) is both finitely generated and free. An effort to eliminate the freeness assumption lead us to the construction of a new commutative filtered algebra of forms, T*>*(X). T*>*{X) is an analogue of the filtered Cartan-Miller forms obtained by replacing simplices with cubes. Since each simplicial complex has a canonical subdivision into cubes, T*>*(X) can be viewed as a functor defined on simplicial complexes. For fixed q, T*> q (X) is a complex of Q q modules where Q q denotes the smallest subring of the rationals containing \/p for each prime /?, p < q, Q o -Q x -Z, The usual wedge product of forms induces a map T*'*(X) ® T** q *(X) -> T*-qι+qi (X) . The main result of this paper is that integration of forms over cubes induces an isomorphism 7 
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In [2] - [6] the Γ-forms are used to set up a correspondence between spaces and commutative differential graded algebras over the integers. For nonsimply connected spaces the algebraic model is equivalent to the Lazard completion of the fundamental group. For certain categories of C.W. complexes of finite type the Γ-forms induce an equivalence between the ordinary homotopy category of such C.W. complexes and a homotopy category of free commutative differential graded algebras over the integers. The homotopy category of tame spaces [7] of finite type is equivalent to a homotopy category of free commutative differential graded algebras over the integers, also of finite type.
The key technical difference between the Γ-forms and the filtered version of Cartan-Miller forms is that integration of Γ-forms induces an isomorphism in all dimensions, while integration of the filtered CartanMiller forms A*' q induces an isomorphism only in dimensions < q. As a consequence the algebraic models of simply connected spaces constructed in [4] - [6] contain more information about torsion in homotopy than the analogous models constructed using filtered Cartan-Miller forms. The algebraic model of the fundamental group based on Γ-forms [2] - [4] contains more information about π than is contained in the corresponding model based on filtered Cartan-Miller forms unless the first homology group is torsion free, in which case the two models are the same (see [3] ). Lambe and Priddy [10] have used the filtered version of Cartan-Miller forms in the computation of AΓ*(G; Q q ) for certain finitely generated torsion free nilpotent groups G and certain q.
More precise statements of applications of the Γ-forms to homotopy theory and some examples are given in §2. Section 3 contains proofs of the properties of Γ-forms on a cube used in §4 to prove the main result. [3] , [5] the Γ-forms are used to associate a model, M X (X) 9 to each connected space X with H X (X\ Z) finitely generated. M X (X) is a free commutative differential graded algebra over the integers generated by elements in dimensions 1 and 2, and is called a 1-model for X. M λ {X) in turn determines a space denoted by I Mj( X) I. M x ( X) is an analogue, based on Γ-forms, of Sullivan's 1-minimal model [14] and is a stronger invariant than the 1-minimal model of X.
Applications and examples. In [2],
Invariants of M,( X) are related to the fundamental group of X. Given a 1-model M x set LM X equal to the first homology group of the chain complex Hom(QM λ , Z), where QM X denotes the indecomposables of M x . As in [14] the quadratic part of the differential on M x induces a Lie algebra structure on LM X . Denote by grLM x = Θ Λ >! gr^ LM X the associated graded Lie algebra.
Given a group G, gr(G) = Θ^gr^G) denotes the graded Lie algebra of successive quotients of the lower central series subgroups of G and Laz(G) denotes the Lazard completion of G. Roughly, a Lazard group is a group with just enough divisibility and completeness for the inverse of the Campbell-Hausdorff formula to be defined and give a Lie algebra structure on the group. THEOREM 2.1. ([2] , [3] , [5] In this case, G is a Lazard group so it follows from Theorem 2.1(i) that \M λ (X)\ is a K (G, 1) . Note that G is isomorphic to the group obtained by applying the Campbell-Hausdorff formula to LM X (X). We conjecture, in general, that the Lazard completion of π x (X) is isomorphic to the group obtained by applying the Campbell-Hausdorff formula to the Lazard completion of LM λ { X) as a Lie algebra.
In [ Given a free commutative differential graded algebra M of finite type over the integers, set LM equal to the homology groups of the chain complex Hom(βM, Z). The quadratic part of the differential on M induces a bracket [ , ] :
In [7] Dwyer defines tame spaces and proves that the homotopy category of tame (N -1) connected spaces, N > 3, is equivalent to an algebraic homotopy category of tame N -1 reduced differential graded Lie algebras over Z.
An
is an -module for k > 0, where S^ denotes the smallest subring of the rationals containing \/p for each prime p with 2/> -3 < k. We say X is of finite type if each π N + k (X) is a finitely generated S^-module. Associated to each N -1 connected space I,iV>3, there is a tame space X τ and a map /: X-^ X τ inducing isomorphisms /*: π N+k {X) ® 5*^ -> ). X Γ is called the tame localization of X.
THEOREM 2.3 ([4], [5]). (i)
The homotopy category of tame N -1 connected spaces, N > 3, of finite type is equivalent to an algebraic homotopy category of N -1 connected free commutative differential graded algebras of finite type over the integers.
(ii) LetX be an N -1 connected space, N > 3, wΛαse integer homotopy is of finite type and let M{ X) be a model for X.
α« isomorphism which sends the bracket in LM{X) to the Whitehead product in π(X). (b) I M( X) I is the tame localization of X.
The Γ-forms induce an equivalence between ordinary homotopy theory of certain C.W. complexes of finite type and commutative differential algebras.
We say a graded group H* satisfies the C-N condition if multiplication by p defines an automorphism on H N+k for all pairs of positive integers (p, k) with 2p -3 < k + 1.
A space X is called a C-N space if X is N -1 connected and is homotopy equivalent to C.W. complex of finite type whose cohomology groups H*{X\ Z) satisfy the C-N condition. THEOREM 2.4 ([6] 2 ) equal to the free commutative differential graded algebra over the integers with generators and differentials in dimension < 8 given below where the arrow points from a generator to its differential, and the number to the left of a generator indicates the dimension of the generator. Add additional generators as necessary so the cohomology vanishes in dimensions > 9. The construction of M(a x , α 2 ) is motivated by [9] . The double lines above separate generators of different resolution degree. Adapting the resolution-perturbation approach in [9] , [12] to the present situation it follows from Theorem 2.4 that the set of homotopy types of simply connected C.W. complexes with cohomology rings H* are in a 1-1 correspondence with the set of algebraic homotopy types represented by the algebras M(a x , α 2 ). Here two free differential algebras are homotopy equivalent if there is a map between them inducing an isomorphism on cohomology.
Set G equal to the group of lower triangular matrices with a and b units in Z/NZ and c an arbitrary element ("£), in Z/NZ. Then M(a λ9 α 2 ), is homotopy equivalent to M(β l9 β 2 ) if and only if there is an element
where a l9 a 2 , β x , β 2 denote the mod N reductions of a λ9 a 2 , β χy β 2 respectively.
Thus the set of homotopy types of simply connected C.W. complexes of finite type with cohomology ring H* is in a 1-1 correspondence with the set of orbits of G acting on Z/NZ θ Z/NZ. This illustrates the general result that if the ring H* is TV -1 connected, N > 3, finite dimensional and satisfies the C-TV condition, then the set of homotopy types of simply connected C.W. complexes of finite type with cohomology ring isomorphic to H* can be identified with the set of orbits of a unipotent group acting on a lattice in a finite-dimensional algebraic variety.
A cell complex corresponding to the algebra M(a x , a 2 ) is constructed as follows. Set X x equal to the wedge of spheres Si V S b V S] and let t a9 ι b9 ι c denote elements in π(X λ ) corresponding to the inclusions of the respective spheres. To X x attach a 4-cell by an attaching map representing the element Nι b in π 3 (X x ) and attach an 8-cell by a map representing the 
Properties of T***(I N ).
Denote by (I N ) the module of all β ^-linear combinations of basics-forms of weight less than or equal to q.
The usual differential on forms extends to a g^-linear operator d:
and the wedge product operation on basic forms extends to a map Note that the wedge product of forms of weights q λ and q 2 can have weight less than q λ + q 2 . For example the wedge product of form x\dx 2 of weight 2 in / 2 and of form x 2 of weight 1 in I 2 is the form x\x 2 dx 2 which has weight 2. The restriction of a form of weight q on /^ to a face of /ĉ an have weight less than q. For example the form x\dx x on I 1 of weight 2 restricted to the face x 2 = 1 is the form dx, on 7 1 which has weight 1. Denote the boundary of I N by 3/^ and let r denote the restriction of (/?, q) forms on I N to the boundary. The following lemma is used to prove Theorem 4.1. is a polynomial with Q g coefficients and I < i χ P < i 2 < < / p < /:. Since co restricted to any (A: -l)-face of F is zero, it follows that each one of the summands restricted to a (k -l)-face is also zero. Thus it is sufficient to prove 9 x c } is not the set of constant variables on/ 11 . Then at least one of the coordinate functions {x ei ,.. 9 x a } must be constant on F 1 . If x a . is constant, 1 < / </?, then dx aχ Λ Λd;c Λ Λ Λdx a -0 on F 1 so ω k = 0 on F 1 . If x α is constant, /? + 1 < / < k 9 then p(x βl ,... ,x af ) = 0 on F ι since ω vanishes on the (k -l)-skeleton. If / is any (k -l)-face of I N then at least one of the variables x Q{ must be constant on /. But then ω k restricted to / is identically zero by the above argument. PROPOSITION 
Let ω be a (p, q)-form on I N . Then the integral of ω over any p-face of I
N is an element of the ring Q q .
Proof. We can restrict ourselves to the (/?, #)-form
A /?-face P of I N is determined by specifying p variable coordinates and from the remaining N -p coordinates specifying some to be equal to 1 and the rest to be equal to 0. If the p variable coordinates are not x kι ,... 9 x k9 then the integral of ω over P is equal to zero. If the coordinates x k9 ... 9 x k are variable, then the restriction of ω to P is either zero or equal to
This is an element of Q since each β ι •,+ 1 < q.
Because the proof of Stokes' Theorem for chains on I N can be repeated word for word from the classical case we get 
Properties of T***(X).
Let X be a simplicial complex of finite type together with a subdivision into nondegenerate cubes. An element in T pq (X) is a rule, w, which assigns to each nondegenerate TV-cube, F, in X an element ω(F) in T pq {I N ) so that for each face / of /% ω(/) is the restriction of ω(F) to the face /. ω is called a (/?, q) form on X. Integration gives a map of the complex T** q (X), of forms of weight < q on X, into the complex of cubical cochains C*(X; Q q ) on X with Q q coefficients:
I:T*«{X)->C*{X\Q q ).
From Corollary 3.4 it follows that this is a map of cochain complexes. In fact in this case we have Proof. The proof is by induction on the skeletons of X. Suppose the proposition is true on the /-skeletons, X 1 , of X for / < k. Let N be an integer, N > 0. Let / = (i l9 .. . 9 i p ) 9 j = (y,,... J N -P ) be increasing sequences of integers from the set {1,2,...,N}. Let ε = (ε l9 ... 9 . From the acyclic models theorem [8] it follows that any two diagonal approximations induce the same product on cohomology. Hence the map H*(X; Z) ® H*(X; Z) Φ -^H*(X; Q 2 ) is the standard cup product [13] followed by the coefficient map induced by the inclusion of Z into Q 2 .
By a direct computation Hence diagram (1) is commutative on the level of cochain complexes. is defined as follows: Let σ = Σ o t ® a ι be an element of C^ Z) ® β^ (X of finite type). Set £(σ) equal to the homomorphism which, when applied to an element ω in T p -q (X), is the element Σ a ι j σι ω of Q g . It follows from Corollary 3.4 that E is a map of chain complexes.
